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? 1. The Complete List: What are the 48 laws of power?

? 2. Never Threaten Their Ego: To master the game of power, respect your superior’s pride
and sense of importance

In short, we should always avoid offending the ego, pride, and vanity of those above us. Make them
look better than us. This is key to building our own power and influence.

? 3. Speak Less: Controlling your tongue will help you appear strong and avoid making
blunders

To sum it up: Speak less, control your tongue. This increases your influence. Mastering the art of
holding back, using silence as a tool, instead letting your actions speak.

?? 4. Never Trust Anyone Completely: Being strategic about your professional relationships;
keeping friendships separate

Law 2 says “Never Trust Anyone Completely,” advising a strategic and cautious approach to
relationships, particularly professional ones. Remain uncommitted to one side, beware free gifts, and
keep separate your friendships and emotional ties.

? 5. Never Reveal Your Intentions: Don’t let anyone know what you’re against and what
you’re for

In war, politics, and business, you may be surrounded by competitors looking to predict your next
move, so they can defeat you. In those situations, it makes sense to keep your plans hidden, even
revealing some false information to misdirect your adversaries.

? 6. Shape Your Reputation: Creating, maintaining, and protecting your public image

When it comes to power, it is critical to actively manage your reputation. Beginning with seeking
attention through self-promotion, even controversy. To maintain your public image, stay connected to
powerful social networks and let other do your dirty work.

? 7. Be Audacious: Projecting a mask of confidence and embracing the theatre of life

Mastering power requires playing a part with boldness, like a theatre actor. This includes taking
action with boldness, planning impressive spectacles, and carrying ourselves like a King (or Queen). 

? 8. Don’t Chase People: You maintain power in the situation by letting them come to you

We often feel like chasing what we want, be it a powerful ally or a love interest. Yet, it’s usually
smarter to hold back and let them come to us. Being less available can actually make us more
desirable.

? 9. Be Like Water: Staying adaptable and unpredictable to maintain our influence
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In short, being like water – adaptable and flexible – is crucial in the game of power. Being open to
change is how we navigate the unpredictable reality of life and power dynamics. This also makes us
more interesting and difficult to manipulate.

  This is just a sample!
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